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Question: We recently received a citation from the California 
Board of Barbering and Cosmetology because we do not 
have an establishment license for our beauty shop.  Our 
beautician has a current license and we have a business 
license from our city.  Do we need an establishment license 
as well?

Answer: In accordance with California Business and 
Professions Code, Section 7313, et seq, beauty salons and 
barber shops are required to maintain an establishment 
license in addition to personal licenses for persons providing 
cosmetology or barbering services.  In accordance with 
Section 7317, an unlicensed establishment can be subject 
to a fine of up to $1,000.  The law requires that the original 
establishment license (not photocopies) be posted in the 
establishment along with the most recent Health and Safety 
Rules poster which must be conspicuously posted in the 
reception area of the beauty salon.
Many RCFEs have entered into cosmetology agreements 
with licensed cosmetologists.  These agreements typically 
require that the cosmetologist maintain necessary licenses.  
However, providers may wish to review their cosmetology 
agreements to be certain that the licensure requirement 
specifically puts the onus for obtaining and maintaining the 
establishment license on the cosmetologist.

Question: We have a resident who is on hospice.  The 
hospice agency told us to call them rather than 911 in the 
event of any emergency.  We received the same instructions 
from the resident’s son who is her responsible person.  The 
resident fell and was injured.  We called the hospice and the 
son.  DSS cited us for failing to call 911.  Do we need to call 
911 under these circumstances?

Answer: It is important to recognize that, while there is an 
exception to calling 911 for hospice residents, according to 
DSS, this exception is limited.  Health & Safety Code Section 
1569.73 states that an RCFE that has obtained a hospice 
waiver need not call emergency response services at the 
time of a life-threatening emergency if the hospice agency is 
notified instead and all of the following conditions are met:

1.The resident is receiving hospice services from a licensed 
agency.

2.The resident has completed an advance directive 
requesting to forego resuscitative measures.

3.The facility has documented that facility staff have received 
training from the hospice agency on the expected course 
of the resident’s illness, and the symptoms of impending 
death.

The Department of Social Services interprets the above to 
require that an RCFE follow normal protocols (calling 9-1-1) 
when there is an injury to a resident that is unrelated to the 
“expected course of the resident’s illness and the symptoms 
of impending death.”  Thus, if the hospice resident falls and 
sustains a head injury, the RCFE should follow the same 
protocol it would for a non-hospice resident who sustained a 
head injury.  Depending on the severity of the fall, this might 
mean calling 911 or might mean contacting the resident’s 
primary care physician.  But because the fall is unrelated 
to the expected course of the resident’s illness, the RCFE 
may not simply call hospice under those circumstances and 
be relieved of its obligations to seek immediate medical 
treatment when appropriate.
Providers may find themselves caught between DSS and 
hospice agencies on this issue.  It is not uncommon for 
RCFEs to receive specific instructions from hospice agencies 
to call them rather than 911 under all circumstances.  This 
issue has been brought to the attention of DSS.  Until this is 
clarified, providers will need to call 911 for hospice residents 
in certain circumstances if they wish to avoid being cited by 
DSS.
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